Undated Freshman Warriors Meet Stiffest Opposition of Season Saturday

KENT OFFENSE STRONG

They have not shown a steady attack, reasons for the team's unblemished Freshman points by his hard line-the kicking in addition to running the passing, with Fritz son, Nelson, at least two periods.
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Among the outstanding players on the Kent team will play the Kent eleven on Saturday, November 8. This game promises to be one of the best school games of the year as both teams are undefeated.

They have not shown a steady attack, reasons for the team's unblemished Freshman points by his hard line-the kicking in addition to running the passing, with Fritz son, Nelson, at least two periods.

The plot, in the usual Spanish manner of complication, involves three groups of lovers, Donna Lomas, Ben Antonio and Don Antonio, Don Ferdinand and Donna Mendosa, the Duenas, Don Jerome, the father of Ferdinand and Lomas, objects to the choices both his children have made. He plans to have Louisa marry Tanis, Ben Antonio, and the Duenas and the Duenas not only succeed in winning the Jew for herself, but also manage to interest her in their play.

The characters of the plot are the Duenas, Tanis, and Louisa, and the parents of the love-lorn youths. From the plot, the Kent team is Towle, captain and Linley.
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With the changes in the system of THE TRIPOD staff, it is appropriate that the general policies of the staff be outlined. As the first statement, it is natural that Trinity College, our aim is naturally to serve the undergraduate body and wealth of our policies are based. We intend to print news of interest to the campus, and to criticize, with the utmost accuracy of events as seen from the student's viewpoint. 

Realizing that faculty and alumni criticism and suggestion have, and should have, as much say in the conduct of our paper as do the students, we desire to have any communications pertinent to the College. Since individuals are not asked personally for these communications, it is up to themselves to contribute if they desire to have their views printed.

Interfraternity politics are banned from any internal business of THE TRIPOD, and we shall denounced any sign of them in any of the columns. We do not wish to enjoin the fraternity's views, but do not wish to be weakened by entangling alliances which fraternities may think will make it impossible to get their men on the board.

The neutrals claim that fraternity politics make it impossible for them to have a real part in activities. The TRIPOD will have no policies — a man will win or lose, and be an active worker almost as effectively as can the fraternity's views. And this form of college spirit should by all means be culti­vated.

But even at Trinity even this valuable part of college life is on the wane. The bulletin at this college, as D. G., still remains, though with regard to suspicious eye by the "sophisticated" lost its signs of adolescent enthusiasm. And this form of college spirit should by all means be cultivated.

Cheering

A very astute observer remarked that the Trinity cheering on Saturday was very poor. At least he knew that there was Trinity cheering. On the other hand, Wesleyan with a third as many speculators, could be heard clearly across the field.

The attempt which was made to cheer last Saturday was as pitiful as it was ridiculous. It is surprising that men who can sing the "Old Songs" so loudly, can restrain themselves to such a degree as our undergraduate body did last Saturday.

From our alumnus,来看 at Trinity on that Saturday, we are satisfied that Trinity had men; from the enthusiasm shown Saturday, we would think that the student body was composed of hyperactive zealodrives afraid of their own shadow. No man can run to Trinity, but his heart must be "out" unless it be an excess of failures.

May we iterate, if we are going to do anything, do it well. Who knows, perhaps the student body would enjoy the Trinity jester or a Jester performance. It would be novel if enough were present to tell.

The Johannesburg News

If those fortunate people who are able to support a car on the campus think that it is an outrage to have their parents' consent to allow them to drive cars here at Trinity, let them cast an eye on the discovery which the "Polytechnic Reporter" has made:

"The following quotation is Rule 4 of the student rules, as printed by the "Blair Breech". "Only those boys are allowed to make for whom permission blanks have been signed by parents or guardians.""

"Very True.

The teacher asked little Abie to give a sentence using the word "Vilinism". After much effort, Abie turned in the following: "Friends who drive onto railroad crossings without looking, display sight quicker than those who stop, look and listen." — EXCHANGE

"Here is another peculiar ruling for you. We quote the "Beacon" again: "All students at the University of Omaha who are under eighteen years of age are locked up if found on the campus after 9 p.m. at the University. Nice place, Omaha!"

The "Beacon" also discovered this:

"The reason why one can take more time in dressing than college men is that they have to go slow around the dangerous corners for fear of falling."

Where or how they discovered it, they didn't say.

We found a new exchange in our "Beacon" today. It is called "The Range", and calls all the way from Amarillo (Texas) Junior College. They also make discoveries, they say:

"A shall two inches thick was discovered in a western state—the president of the state university is making a careful check to see which member of his faculty is missing."

This same paper runs a column with the following name. We also quote a bit of Texas humor which is plentiful in that state:

"Buck's Broncho. Claude Bible (attempting a lift)—"Hello, girlie, how about a ride?"

Rose (to Buck)—"No, thank you, I prefer to walk."

"After a little coaxing, I see you might as well now as later."
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But even at Trinity even this valuable part of college life is on the wane. The bulletin at this college, as D. G., still remains, though with regard to suspicious eye by the "sophisticated" lost its signs of adolescent enthusiasm. And this form of college spirit should by all means be cultivated.
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A very astute observer remarked that the Trinity cheering on Saturday was very poor. At least he knew that there was Trinity cheering. On the other hand, Wesleyan with a third as many speculators, could be heard clearly across the field.
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May we iterate, if we are going to do anything, do it well. Who knows, perhaps the student body would enjoy the Trinity jester or a Jester performance. It would be novel if enough were present to tell.

THE JINNY PLAYERS

Over a hundred people from Hartford thought that the Jinny Players' pageant, sponsored by the Jester, would be worth-while attending. Eleven students paid admission. Reason?

"Almost every student of Trinity had seen the Jinny Players' pageant, sponsored by the Jester, and would be worth-while attending. Eleven students paid admission. Reason?"

"Almost every student of Trinity had seen the Jinny Players' pageant, sponsored by the Jester, and would be worth-while attending. Eleven students paid admission. Reason?"

The Jinny Players, who were dressed in various costumes, paraded around the gymnasium to the accompaniment of music. The audience was divided equally between men and women. Some of the most popular characters were those of the original Jinny Players, such as the "Greek God," "African Queen," and "Bollywood Star." The Jinny Players also performed a variety of dances and songs, including the "Bollywood Dance" and the "Greek Chorus."

The audience was enthusiastic and many were seen dancing along with the performers. The Jinny Players' pageant was a great success and the audience was left wanting for more.

THE INTERCOLLEGATE NEWS

If those fortunate people who are able to support a car on the campus think that it is an outrage to have their parents' consent to allow them to drive cars here at Trinity, let them cast an eye on the discovery which the "Polytechnic Reporter" has made:

"The following quotation is Rule 4 of the student rules, as printed by the "Blair Breech". "Only those boys are allowed to make for whom permission blanks have been signed by parents or guardians.""

"Very True.

The teacher asked little Abie to give a sentence using the word "Vilinism". After much effort, Abie turned in the following: "Friends who drive onto railroad crossings without looking, display sight quicker than those who stop, look and listen." — EXCHANGE

"Here is another peculiar ruling for you. We quote the "Beacon" again: "All students at the University of Omaha who are under eighteen years of age are locked up if found on the campus after 9 p.m. at the University. Nice place, Omaha!"

The "Beacon" also discovered this:

"The reason why one can take more time in dressing than college men is that they have to go slow around the dangerous corners for fear of falling."

Where or how they discovered it, they didn't say.

We found a new exchange in our "Beacon" today. It is called "The Range", and calls all the way from Amarillo (Texas) Junior College. They also make discoveries, they say:

"A shall two inches thick was discovered in a western state—the president of the state university is making a careful check to see which member of his faculty is missing."

This same paper runs a column with the following name. We also quote a bit of Texas humor which is plentiful in that state:

"Buck's Broncho. Claude Bible (attempting a lift)—"Hello, girlie, how about a ride?"

Rose (to Buck)—"No, thank you, I prefer to walk."

"After a little coaxing, I see you might as well now as later."

Editors of "The Tripod"
Illustrated Lecture on Recent Trip Delivered by Professor Spaulding

Before a gathering of the student body together with several visitors from Hartford, last Thursday evening in the public speaking room, Professor Spaulding delivered a lecture on a recent trip he took to the Continent. Professor Spaulding had used the German language and English as the principal languages of communication in Europe, and his subjects included Italy and Greece. Professor Spaulding's lecture was well received by the students, and many of them expressed their interest in attending future lectures of the same nature.

The TRIPOD

At the regular meeting of The Tripod, January 23, 1930, the following officers were elected: President, Raymond Segur; Secretary, C. C. Down. These officers will take office on February 11, 1930.

CANDIDATES TO START BASKETBALL PLAY

Captain Fleming and Glyn Only Lettermen Left on Squad—Prospects Bright

After issuing his first call for basketball candidates to report on the University Club on Friday evening, October 29, 1928, Alfred Gildersleeve, '93, announced that the meeting was not to be made public and that the candidates would not be named until the committee was ready to act. However, on Tuesday, November 4, Coach Oosting has made no statement concerning the basketball prospects in the coming season.

At the University Club, which had been arranged for the purpose of holding the meeting, there were two lettermen back, and several of last year's Junior varsity who saw some action with the regular team, it is expected that a fast team will develop.

Captain Fleming, who is the only letterman on the squad this year, has left forward work on the team for two years, but the loss of Bissell, Deshamps, Nys, and D. E. O'Connell leaves the greatest basketball team that Trinity has ever had, will be felt seriously. Glynn, the only other letterman, has had considerable varsity experience as a guard, however, and should be an outstanding candidate for a position. At Meier, who is one of the finest shooting guards in the team, will be watched closely in basketball. Captain Fleming is the outstanding Junior varsity basketball back.

Several other former Junior varsity lettermen were reported by the committee. Among them is W. B. Drennan, who was so small because of an almost entire lack of support from the student body.

A play committee composed of Hall, Schofield, Tobin and Sharkey was appointed.

(The continued on page 4.)

ALUMNI BANQUET HELD AT UNIVERSITY CLUB

Raymond Segur, '21, President for Coming Year—Football Captains Present

The first annual dinner of the Trinity University Alumni was held at the University Club on Friday evening, October 29, 1928. President Selby, who is president of the Alumni Association, introduced the guests of honor. The Rev. Mr. Belden, who is the head of the High School, also addressed the students. The program consisted of several speeches and a toast to the student body.

HARTFORD NATIONAL BANK AND TRUST CO.

A CHECKING ACCOUNT IS A GREAT CONVENIENCE.

Resources Over $40,000,000

HUBERT'S DRUG STORE

211 Zion Street

"Over the Rocks."

PRESCRIPTIONS AND DRUGS

The store where they cash your checks

HENRY ANZI

BARBER SHOP

F. N. Bledsoe and G. Colver, Proprietors.

27 Pearl Street, Hartford, Conn.

Stirns—3 Green St., Old Times Tide.

"SAY IT WITH FLOWERS"

Arranged by

KENNACKY

332 Albany Street

Telephone 7-1157

PLIMPTON'S

Stationers, Engravers, Printers

252 Pearl Street, at Ann

THE SALT OF THE TAILOR

SUITS MADE TO ORDER

CLEANING, PRESSING, DRY-CLEANING

211 Zion Street

THE CASE, LOCKWOOD AND BRAINARD CO.

PRINTERS, BOOKBINDERS AND PAPER MAKERS

85 Trumbull Street

Hartford, Conn.

SLOSSBERG

Tailoring Parlor

The well known Trinity Tailor

High Class and Fashionable Tailoring

Dress Suits and Tuxedos our Specialty

65 Lincoln Street, Hartford.

Telephone 6-9162.

OH BOYS !

Don't forget to call on

The Professional Banking

Barber Shop

9 High Street, Hartford, Conn.

MAN'S SHOP

College Men Prefer Our

"Sylklye"

Broadcloth Shirts

$1.55

2 for $3

White, Tan, Blue, Green

MACKAY REPAIRING

At 211 Zion Street

MACKAY'S

Main at Pratt, Hartford
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252 Pearl Street, at Ann
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CLEANING, PRESSING, DRY-CLEANING

211 Zion Street

THE CASE, LOCKWOOD AND BRAINARD CO.

PRINTERS, BOOKBINDERS AND PAPER MAKERS

85 Trumbull Street

Hartford, Conn.

SLOSSBERG

Tailoring Parlor

The well known Trinity Tailor

High Class and Fashionable Tailoring

Dress Suits and Tuxedos our Specialty

65 Lincoln Street, Hartford.

Telephone 6-9162.
The last quarter proved to be the undoing of the Trinity eleven. For three quarters Genilv’s men had been playing a tight team game, but at the end of the third quarter, the tired Blue and Gold. At midfield when the game ended. 

The defensive work of Geiger and Ulman was splendid, and it fell into the waiting hands of Coach Mackie, Burgess for the Blue and Gold supporters.

The game should be closed, as both teams will rely on long passes, the type of open football which is most appreciated by the average fan. Amherst will be favored to win because of her fine record throughout the season.

Andrus, captain of the soccer team, is the most likely aspirant for Bill Nye’s old station at center. As usual a call has been issued for the Junior ‘varsity candidates, so that it may be carried away by a lightning stroke of good fortune. Without Thomas Linley’s music, the play would fail, and much for it the introduction of a mood into the game that marked “The Duvanna” all the more interesting.

In short, it seems almost unbelievable that everybody and everything connected with this play, done with so much professional character and ability, can be packed into a caravan of two automobiles and a small truck. That is the last quarter proved to be the undoing of the Trinity eleven. For three quarters Genilv’s men had been playing a tight team game, but at the end of the third quarter, the tired Blue and Gold. At midfield when the game ended. 
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